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LetX,,,..., X,, be counting processes and let Y,,, , . , Ynn be vector-valued covariate processes. 
Assume that the intensity processes of the X,, with respect to the filtration generated by Xni and 
Y,,, are known up to a (possibly infinite-dimensional) parameter, but that the distribution of X,,, 
and Y,,i is unspecified otherwise. We give conditions under which the partially specified likelihood 
in the sense of Gill-Slud-Jacod is locally asymptotically normal. We show that the partially 
specified likelihood determines a covariance bound in the sense of a Hajek-LeCam convolution 
theorem for estimating functionals of the underlying parameter. The theorem shows that the 
Huffer-McKeague estimator is efficient in Aalen’s additive risk model, and that the Cox estimator 
for the regression coefficients and a Breslow-type estimator for the integrated baseline hazard are 
efficient in Cox’s and in Prentice and Selfs proportional hazards models. 
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1. Introduction 
Many models in survival analysis can be conveniently described as follows. Let 
X n,, . . *, X,,, be counting processes, and let Y,, , . , . , Y,, be vector-valued covariate 
processes over a time interval [0, 11. Assume that no two counting processes jump 
simultaneously. Let F, = (.9nr)reto,ll denote the filtration generated by X,, = 
nl,.*., 
lF”I,..., 
X,,), and 6, = (%nt)teto,l~ the filtration generated by X,, and Y, = 
Y,,) together. For 6 in some set 0 let an6 = (anIB, . . . , unn9) be a predict- 
able process. We assume that the martingale problem associated with X,, and a,, 
has a solution: There exists a probability measure such that each Xni admits a 
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Doob-Meyer decomposition with respect to G, and this probability measure, of 
the form 
I 
I 
xni(t) = MCY(t)+ ani* ds, tE LO, 11. (1.1) 
0 
In other words: we assume that the intensity process ania of Xni is known up to a 
(possibly infinite-dimensional) parameter 8 E 0. We are interested in efficiently 
estimating 8, or a functional of it. 
Let P’ns denote the family of all solutions of the martingale problem associated 
with X,, and a,,. 
If G, = IF,,, there is no additional information about 6 in the covariates Y,,. Hence 
it suffices to observe the counting processes X,,i. Their distribution is determined 
by the intensity processes a,i,. This means that the model is fully specijied. The 
family ??‘,,, reduces to a single probability measure P,,. The model can be studied 
using the following representation of the log-likelihood between r and 6: 
” 1 
= 
x(J 
lOg(ani,(s)/ania(s)) dXni(s)- I (anil(s)-anie(s>) ds . (1.2) 
i=l 0 J 0 > 
(Set log 0 = -CO.) For multivariate point processes, this representation was intro- 
duced by Jacod (1975, p. 250, Theorem (5.1)); see also Jacod and Shiryaev (1987, 
p. 190, Theorem 5.45). A specialization to multivariate counting processes (no two 
of which jump simultaneously) is given in Dzhaparidze (1985). He also studies 
efficiency in this case. 
We are interested in the case where G, is larger than IF,,. Then the joint distribution 
of X,,i and Y,,i is not determined by the intensity process u,,~*. This means that the 
model is partially specijed in the sense of Greenwood (1988). In particular, the 
likelihoods are unspecified. Hence there is no unambiguous efficiency concept. One 
can, however, still write down the right-hand expression in (1.2) and define the 
partially specijied log-likelihood between r and 6 as 
L * 
1 
nib = 
z(J 
lOg(Gi,(s)/aniit(S)) dXni(s) - ’ (anir(s) - antit( ds . 
i=, 0 J 0 > 
(1.3) 
For the counting process setting considered here, the partially specified likelihood 
was introduced by Gill (1985) and Slud (1986, Chapter 6), generalizing the discrete- 
time version proposed by Cox (1975). A corresponding concept for general semimar- 
tingales was introduced and studied by Jacod (1987, 1990a). 
An efficiency concept for the partially specified model can now be introduced as 
follows. Fix 6 E 0 and P,, E 9,0. For T E 0 define Q,,? by 
dQ,, = exp(L,,,) dp,. 
Then LnBr is the log-likelihood between Qnl and Qna = P,,, and we can base an 
efficiency concept on L,+ 
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give conditions under which 
the model {Q.,: TE 0) fulfills an infinite-dimensional version of local asymptotic 
normality, and we formulate a convolution theorem for finite-dimensional func- 
tionals of the parameter. Applications are considered in Sections 3 and 4. 
In Section 3 we treat the additive risk model with intensity process 
%io(s) = Yni(s)h(s)- (1.4) 
Here Yni is a row vector of covariateprocesses and A is a (column) vector of hazard 
functions. The parameter is A. This model was introduced by Aalen (1980). He 
suggested a least squares estimator for the vector of cumulative hazards 
I 
I 
A(s) ds. 
0 
Huffer and McKeague (1987) determined its asymptotic covariance and suggested 
a weighted least squares estimator. The asymptotic covariance of the latter was 
obtained in McKeague (1988b); it turns out to be smaller than Aalen’s. (An analogous 
result holds for grouped data; see McKeague, 1988a.) A heuristic explanation for 
the choice of weights in the Huffer-McKeague estimator is given in McKeague and 
Utikal (1990). We show that the Huffer-McKeague estimator is efficient. 
In Section 4 we study the proportional hazards model with intensity process 
(1.5) 
Here C,,i is a censoring process, taking only values 0 and 1, Y,,i is a vector of covariate 
processes, p is a vector of regression coeficients, and A is the baseline hazard function. 
This generalization of the Cox (1972) model from i.i.d. random variables to counting 
processes and time-dependent covariates is due to Andersen and Gill (1982). The 
parameter is 19 = (p, A). Andersen and Gill determine the asymptotic distribution 
of Cox’s (1972) maximum partial likelihood estimator for the regression coefficients 
/3, and of a version of Breslow’s (1972, 1974) estimator for the cumulative baseline 
hazard 
I 
f 
A(s) ds. 
0
We show that these estimators are efficient. 
For a different treatment of efficiency in the fully specified versions of the additive 
risk and the proportional hazards model see Andersen et al. (1990, Chapter 8). 
Prentice and Self (1983) suggest replacing the exponential function in Cox’s 
proportional hazards model (1 S) by some other known (smooth) function. Following 
Andersen and Gill (1982), they determine the asymptotic distributions of appropriate 
variants of Cox’s and Breslow’s estimators. We indicate briefly that these variants 
are also efficient. 
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2. A convolution theorem 
For n E N let (a,, pn) be a measurable space. Let 
x,1(t), . . . 3 xdt), tE K4 11, 
be counting processes. Let 
Y”l(f), . -. I Yn,(fI, f E [0,11, 
be p-dimensional vectors of covariate processes. Set 
Xn=(Xn1,...,X!In), Yn=(Yn,,..., Y,“). 
Let P, = ($&c~,u denote the filtration generated by X,,, and let G,, = (Ce,,),,,,,, 
denote the filtration generated by X, and Y, together. Let 0 be an arbitrary 
parameter space. For 8 E 0 let a,, = (a,,,, . . . , anna) be a G,-predictable process. 
Assume that the family 8,, of all probability measures P, on Sn with the following 
properties is not empty. The components of X, are P,-a.s. finite, and no two of 
them jump simultaneously. The Doob-Meyer decomposition of Xnj with respect to 
6, and P,, is 
Xni(f)=Mniit(t)+A”ia(t), t~E0, 11, 
with kIni_? a martingale and A,iit the compensator, and 
I 
f 
&s,(f) = a,iit(s) ds, t E [O, 11. 
0 
The predictable density a,is is called the intensity process. 
Fix 4~63 and P,,EC??,,~. Let V be a linear space, ( -, * ) an inner product on V, 
and ]].I) the corresponding norm. For i = 1,. . . , n let 
I&: Vxn,x[O, l]+Iw 
be linear in the first variable, 2, E V, and adapted to 6, for fixed a. Choose a rate 
c, + 00. Assume that for IJ E V there exists a sequence (19,“) in 0 with the following 
properties: 
(1) The intensity processes aniB are ~ellin~er~i~eren~i~ble at 8 with derivative Dai: 
gl I,’ ((u”is,,(s)/a,is(s))1’2- 1 -$c~‘Dni(u)(s))*~,i~(s) ds+O (&)a (2.1) 
We assume, for convenience, that unia( s) = 0 implies a,,,““(s) = 0 for ds-a.e. s E [0, 11, 
P,-a.s. 
Proposition 2.5 remains true if we replace (2.1) by 
~~~~(~)-l-cC,‘D~i(V)(S))*~~i~(~)dS~O (Pn)* (2.1’) 
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Since (2.1) is tied to the Hellinger process, it is more natural and, in general, less 
restrictive than (2.1’). Under (2.2) and (2.3), relation (2.1’) implies (2.1). Condition 
(2.1’) is easier to check in the examples of Sections 3 and 4. 
(2) The derivatives Dni fulfill a Lindeberg condition: For E > 0, 
c, 
-2f I’ 
~~i(~)(~)“l{l~~i(~)(~)l>Ec,}~,i~(S)dS~O (J’n)* (2.2) 
i=l 0 
(3) The Hellinger limit is nonrandom: 
It is condition (2.3) which makes the model locally asymptotically normal as opposed 
to ‘mixed normal’. 
Note that V, ( *, a), (( - I(, Dni and 6,” depend on IY. The norm 11 VII determines how 
difficult it is to distinguish, asymptotically, between 19 and annv. We call the corre- 
sponding inner product ( * , . ) the acuity. 
Conditions (2.1) to (2.3) are similar to Condition Cp introduced by Dzhaparidze 
(1985) for a different (fully specified) model. The following proposition shows that 
they imply an infinite-dimensional version of local asymptotic normality for the 
partially specified log-likelihood 
L” = Li?,~” 9 (2.4) 
with LneT defined in (1.3). The proof simplifies for models with multiplicative 
intensity; see Greenwood and Wefelmeyer (1989a). 
2.5. Proposition. If (2.1) to (2.3) hold, then 
L”“=z,(~>-fll~ll’+OP”(1), 
with 
(2.6) 
Z”(U) = c,’ 2 J 
1 D,,(v)(S) dMnit+(s)v 
i=l 0 
and Z,,(U) is asymptotically normal under P, with variance )I u 11’. 
(2.7) 
Proof. Note that log x = 2 log( 1 +x1” - 1) and x - 1 = 2(x1/2 - 1) + (x1” - 1)‘. Define 
r(x) = log( 1 +x) -x+4x2. 
Set 4iu = %i8_ and suppress 6 whenever convenient. By Taylor expansion, we can 
write the partially specified log-likelihood (2.4) as 
L =2 C J ((aniu/ani)1’2- ) dMni(s) 
-21 ((ani”/Uni)1’2-1)2~,i ds+R,, J (2.8) 
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where the remainder term is 
R, =2x 
I 
r((a,i”/a,i)“‘-1) dXni(s) 
-C j ((~~i~l~~i)“2-1)2 dM”i(s). (2.9) 
Below we show that R, = opn(l). To complete the proof, replace the expressions 
(~~~~/a,,~)“~ - 1 in the first sum of (2.8) by tc,‘Dni(V), and replace the second sum 
by iI\ ~11’. This is justified by Hellinger differentiability (2.1) and condition (2.3). By 
the Lindeberg condition (2.2), the sequence Z,,(v) is asymptotically normal under 
P,, with variance (1 u 112; see e.g. Jacod and Shiryaev (1987, p. 429, Theorem 3.6b). 
(i) We show that 
It suffices to prove that the probability that any Xni jumps in {~(u,,,~/u,,~)~‘~ - l( > E} 
is negligible: 
P, 1 
(i 
l{~(a,i,/a,i)“2-l~>~}dX,i(s)~1 +O. 
I 
From C d(Mni) = 1 U”i ds and Lenglart’s inequality (Jacod and Shiryaev, 1987, p. 35, 
Lemma 3.30) we see that it suffices to prove 
C J 1iIluniv/ani)“2 -II> E}U,i ds=Op”(l). 
This follows from (2.1) to (2.3): 
(ii) Since (2.10) is of order oPn(l) for each E >O, the same is true for some 
sequence E, + 0. To show that the first term of the remainder (2.9) is of order oP,( l), 
it remains to prove 
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Note that r(x) S 21x13 for 1x1 ~4. Hence, again, by Lenglart’s inequality, 
C J r~~~~~~/~~~)“2~l)l~l~~~~~/~~~~“2~lI s en) dXni(s) 
=s~E,C ((a,,,/~,,)“~-l)*dX,i(s)=op”(l). 
I 
(iii) To show that 
replace d&f,,,(s) by dX,,,(s) - a,i ds and apply the argument of part (i) of the proof 
to each integral. 
(iv) Since (2.11) is of order oPn(l) for each E > 0, the same is true for some 
sequence E, + 0. To show that the second term of the remainder (2.9) is of order 
oPn(l), it remains to prove 
c I ((&iv/~“iY2 - 1)21{l(a~iu/a~i)“2-111 ~~E,}dM&)=o~~(l). 
This follows from 
(I 
C ((anio/ani)“2- l)‘l{l(~~iul~~i)“*-lI C en) dM”i(s) 
> 
=I j ((U”iv/U,i)“2- l)41{J(~n~~/Un~)1’2- 11 S e,}U,i ds 
<E” * C j ttanivluni)“2 -1)‘ani ds=opfl(l). cl 
Define the measure Qnv by 
dQ,, = exp(L,) dp’. 
We call {Q,,,: u E V} the local model. 
We call a functional k: O+ifB dj~rentiuble at 6 with gradient gE V if 
c,(k(fim,,)-k(?l)))+(u,g) for DE V. 
We call an estimator-sequence (in) regular for k at 8 with limit R if 
Q ,,,oc,(l;,-k(9,,))~R for ~EIW. 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
2.15. Convolution Theorem. Let k : 0 + R be di~rent~able at 9 with gradient g E V; 
Let (inn) be regular for k ut 19. Then there exists a distribution S such that 
P, 0 (Z(g), 46, -k(a)) --G(g))*NO, Ml”) x s. 
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Proof. We reduce the problem to estimating the parameter in a one-dimensional 
local model. Write 
T, = c,(Ln -k(6)). 
Differentiability of k lets us replace c,(k(6,,) - k( 6)) by r(g, g) = rllg)l*. Similarly, 
regularity of in may be written as 
Q n,rgO CT” -Ml*)*R. 
The assertion we wish to prove is then 
P, o (Z,(g), T, --%(g))JN(O, Ilsll’) x s. (2.16) 
Consider the one-dimensional model 
Q~.~&%l12~ relR 
(called the least favorable submodel). It is parametrized by the values of the linear 
functional ( * , g): 
(vz/ll~l12, 8) = 1. 
The sequence of distributions of T, is regular in the sense that it is asymptotically 
shift equivariant: 
Note that R is a probability measure by (2.14) with r = 0. Local asymptotic normality 
of Qn,rg in the sense of Proposition 2.5 implies that Qn,rg and P, are contiguous, 
although Qn,rg is not necessarily a probability measure. Assertion (2.16) now follows 
by adapting Bickel’s proof of Hajek’s convolution theorem, as in Droste and 
Wefelmeyer (1984, p. 135, Theorem 2.3). q 
The theorem implies that 
P, 0 cn(& -k(6))*N(O, llgll’) x s. 
The Hajek-LeCam convolution theorem is stated in this form; see e.g. LeCam (1986, 
p. 128, Proposition 2). This justifies calling an estimator-sequence (L,,) eficient for 
k at 6 if 
P, o cn(l;n - k(a))*N(O, llgll’). (2.17) 
Other efficiency concepts based on the partially specified likelihood have been 
introduced by Jacod (1990b, Section 3). These refer to general semimartingales X,,, 
with characteristics depending on a jinite-dimensional parameter. One is a Cramer- 
Rao bound. The other two are variants of the optimality criteria for estimating 
functions discussed in Godambe and Heyde (1987). For the case 6, = IF,, these 
variants have also been introduced by Sorensen (1990, Theorem 3.2). For X, a 
counting process, Greenwood and Wefelmeyer (1989c) give conditions under which 
the optimality criteria are compatible with the asymptotic efficiency concept intro- 
duced above. 
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The relation between efficiency based on the partially specified likelihood and 
efficiency in a fully specified model is discussed in Greenwood and Wefelmeyer 
(1989d). For a wide class of full specifications of (X,,, Y,) as a semimartingale, the 
likelihood contains the partially specified likelihood as a factor, while the other 
factor does not depend on 6. Then the partially specified likelihood is a true 
likelihood in every submodel in which the characteristics of Y, are fixed. Further- 
more, regularity (2.14) of an estimator-sequence refers to a submodel which contains 
the probability measure P, chosen in .??“a. Finally, the asymptotic variance bounds 
in the partially and fully specified models coincide. 
Let (&,) be efficient for k at 6 in the sense of (2.17). Then the distribution S in 
Theorem 2.15 equals the Dirac measure at 0. Hence Theorem 2.15 implies a stochastic 
approximation of the estimator-sequence: 
(2.18) 
This result is already contained in LeCam (1953, p. 327, Theorem 14) and Hajek 
(1972, p. 186, Theorem 4.1). See also LeCam (1986, p. 115, Theorem 1) or Strasser 
(1985, p. 315, Theorem 63.6). 
2.19. Remark. The Cramer-Weld theorem and LeCam’s third lemma imply that an 
estimator-sequence with (2.18) fulfills, for aN v E V, 
This means that the estimator-sequence is regular in a stronger sense than (2.14). 
2.20. Remark. Jacod (1987, p. 68, Theorem (6.3); 1990a, Theo&me 7.12) proves 
(for general semimartingales) that the distribution of the partially specified log- 
likelihood ,& under P,, is asymptotically normal. Hence, by contiguity, the sequence 
of experiments {Q,,: u E V} converges weakly to a Gaussian shift experiment. (See 
e.g. LeCam, 1986, p. 173, Lemma 1.) If V is separable, this implies the existence of 
a linear process Z, such that the partially specified log-likelihood admits a stochastic 
approximation as in (2.6): 
(See LeCam, 1986, p. 176, Proposition 1.) The explicit form (2.7) of 2, obtained in 
Proposition 2.5, besides being of interest in itself, is occasionally useful. For example, 
efficiency of an estimator $,, for a functional k can be checked by verifying the 
stochastic approximation (2.18) instead of determining the asymptotic distribution 
of the estimator. The explicit form of Z, can also be used to define efficient estimating 
equations; see Greenwood and Wefelmeyer (19g9b). 
We will see in Corollary 2.22 below that the Convolution Theorem 2.15 for 
one-dimensional functionals implies a convolution theorem for finite-dimensional 
functionals k : 0 + W. 
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We call k=(k,,..., k,)’ differentiable at 6 with gradient g = (g, , . . . , gP)’ if the 
components kj are differentiable in the sense of (2.13) with gradients gj. 
We call an estimator-sequence &,, = (I;,, , . . . , &,)’ regular for k at 6 with limit 
R if, for u in the linear span of g,, . . . , g,,, 
On” 0 c,(& -k(a,,))=,R. (2.21) 
2.22, Corollary. Let k : 0 + W be d~~re~tiab~e at 6 with gradient g E VP. Let (l,,) 
be reg~lorfor k at 6 with limit R. Then there exists a distribution S such that 
p, * (-G(g), c,(& -k(G))-;?Tn(g))*N(O, (g, g’)) x S. 
Here (g, g’) denotes the matrix with entries the acuity inner product (gi, gj). 
Proof. Fix b E II?‘. Define q(r) = b’r for r E a?pp. Then b’k is differentiable at 19 with 
gradient b’g. Furthermore, b’l,, is regular for b’k at d with limit R 0 q. By the 
Convolution Theorem 2.15 there exists a dist~bution S, on R such that 
J’, 0 (b’&(g), c,b’(& -k(6)) - b’Z(g))*N(O, b’(g, g’)b) x S,. 
Since c,( & - k( 8)) and Z,,(g) are tight, there exists a distribution S on Rp such 
that for some subsequence, 
P, 0 (~(6 -k(a))-Zz(g))*S. 
Hence 5% = S * q and 
MO, b’(g, g’)b) X sb = O’W, k 8’)) X s) o 4. 
In particular, R 0 q = (N(0, (g, g’)) x S) 0 q. Hence S is independent of the sub- 
sequence. The assertion now follows from the Cramer-Wold theorem. q 
3. The additive risk model 
The additive risk model, introduced by Aalen (1980), has an intensity process of 
the form 
%i8(s) = Yni(s)~(s)~ $ E E”9 II- (3.1) 
Here Yni is a p-dimensional row vector of couariate processes, and A is a p- 
dimensional cotumn vector of bounded hazard functions. 
Set i? = h. Fix P,, E CF,8. Introduce weights 
wni = (Y,ih)_‘. 
Define 
W, = diag Wni, A = diag Aj. 
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Let Y, denote the matrix with rows Y,,,. Assume that there exists a matrix function 
U with largest and smallest eigenvalue bounded and bounded away from 0, respec- 
tively, such that 
sup ]c,2Y:,w”Y”- U]+O (P,). 
tG[o,ll 
(3.2) 
We introduce a local model as follows. Let V be the set of all bounded measurable 
functions from [0, l] into Rp. For each local parameter ZI = (q, . . . , v~)‘E V and n 
sufficiently large define 
A,, = (1 + c;‘Vj)Aj. (3.3) 
Set ani” = Ynih,,. Let us check that the intensity process (3.1) fulfills conditions 
(2.1’), (2.2) and (2.3). 
(1) Hellinger dzflerentiability. From definition (3.3), 
aniv/ani = Ynih,“( Ynih)-’ = YniAnu W”i = I+ c,‘zI’AY,~W,~. 
Hence (2.1’) holds with &(u) = v’A Y,,i W,,. 
(2) Lindeberg condition. Let 10~1 G c for j = 1, . . . , p. Then 
ID,i(o)l=Io’AY,iW,il~ cY”,AWni=C. 
This implies (2.2). 
(3) Nonrandom Hellinger limit. Relation (3.2) implies 
Ct7 -‘II D,,i(u)2a,,;ds=~,2j u’AYLW,,Y,,AV~S 
= u’AUAV ds+opn(l). 
Hence (2.3) holds with 
lld2= 1 v’A UAv ds. (3.4) 
Proposition 2.5 now implies that the partially specified log-likelihood is locally 
asymptotically normal, 
L,” = c,’ f 
i=l I 
Here Mni,( t) = Xni( t) - 
v’AY,,W,, dM,,,,(s)-4 u’AUAV ds+o,“(l). 
Y,,iA ds. By (3.4), the acuity is 
v’A UAW ds. (3.5) 
Now we can determine the asymptotic covariance bound for estimators of the 
vector of cumulative hazards ji A ds. 
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Writing the cumulative hazards as a row vector for convenience, we introduce 
the p-dimensional functional 
k(A) = A’ ds. 
From (3.3) we obtain for u E V and j = 1, . . . , p, 
Hence 
I 
f 
cn(WL) - k(A)) = v’A ds. 
0 
The right-hand side is a linear functional of 21. A gradient, g, of the functional k in 
the sense of (2.13) is determined by expressing this linear functional in terms of 
the acuity: 
u’A ds = (v, g) for z, E V (3.6) 
Note that g is a p xp matrix such that the j-th column is the gradient of the j-th 
component k, of the functional k. 
Using the explicit form (3.5) of the acuity, we can write equation (3.6) as 
(3.7) 
This is solved by 
g(s) = ~(~)-‘w~)-‘l[o,~,(4 SE[O, 11. 
The function g is bounded and therefore in V. Hence the assumptions of the 
Convolution Theorem 2.15 are fulfilled, and the covariance 
applying (3.7) for u = g: 
(g’,g)=[O*g’n ds=ld u-‘n-‘n ds=I; U-Ids. 
bound is obtained by 
We note in passing that the covariance bound can also be obtained by calculating 
the acuity (3.5) for u= g’, w = g: 
I I 
I 
(g’, g) = g’A UAg ds = u-‘AP’AIJAA-‘u-’ ds = 
0 I 
’ U-’ ds. 
0 
McKeague (1988b) shows that this is the asymptotic covariance of the weighted 
least squares estimator introduced by Huffer and McKeague (1987). Hence this 
estimator is efficient. It is easy to check that the estimator admits a stochastic 
approximation (2.18) and is therefore regular by Remark 2.19; see Greenwood and 
Wefelmeyer (1989b, Section 7). 
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4. The proportional hazards model 
The counting process version of the by now classical proportional hazards model 
of Cox (1972) was introduced by Andersen and Gill (1982). Its intensity process is 
of the form 
uni~t(s) = CniCs)h(s) exP(P’Y,i(s)), SE LO9 11. (4.1) 
Here C,,i is a censoring process taking only values 0 and 1, Y,,i is a p-dimensional 
vector of covariate processes, /3 is a p-dimensional vector of regression coefficients, 
and A is a bounded baseline hazardfunction. Assume for simplicity that the covariate 
processes Y,, are uniformly bounded. 
Set 6 = (p, A). Fix P,, E Pns. Our regularity conditions are similar to those of 
Andersen and Gill (1982). Let n --1’4c,, + a. Assume that there exist bounded scalar, 
vector and matrix functions S,, S, , S2, with S, bounded away from 0, such that 
sup ci2 i cni exP(P’Ki)-& +O (pn), (4.2) 
rcco,11 i=l 
sup ci2 ? Giyni exP(p’Y,i) - S1 +O (pm), (4.3) 
ttCo,ll i=l 
sup c,2 i caiyniyki exp(p’Y,i)-S2 +O (P,). 
rt[o.Il i=l 
Assume that 
I= I (S,- S,‘S,S9A 
We introduce a local model at 
measurable functions on [0, 11. 
define 
ds is nonsingular. (4.5) 
6 = (p, A) as follows. Let B be the set of all bounded 
Set V = Rp x B. For each local parameter (b, v) E V 
Pnb = P + c,‘b, (4.6) 
A,, = (1 + c,‘u)A. (4.7) 
(4.4) 
Set a,,ibv = &A,,” exp(PLb Y,,). Let us check that the intensity process (4.1) fulfills 
conditions (2.1’), (2.2) and (2.3). 
(1) Hellinger d#erentiability. Set r(x) = exp(x) - 1 -x. From definitions (4.6) and 
(4.7), when Cni = 1, 
Since the covariates are uniformly bounded, we have 
V2a,i ds = opn( l), 
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and condition (2.1’) holds with 
Dni(b, U)=b’Yni+U* 
(2) Lindeberg condition. Since fl),,(b, v) is bounded, (2.2) holds. 
(3) Nanrandom Hellinger limit. By (4.2) to (4.4), 
I 
(b’Y,,+u)2C,iA exp(fi’Ynj) ds 
+ (b’Szb+2b’S,u+SOu2)A ds (Pn). 
Hence (2.3) holds with 
ll(b, v)ll’= (b’Szb+2b’Slvi-S,,u2)A ds. 
5 
(4.8) 
Proposition 2.5 now implies that the partially specified log-likelihood is locally 
asymptotically normal: 
L nbv = n -1’2 .$, J- ( b’Y”i + V) d&fni,(s) 
-$ (b’S2b+2b’S,u+Sou2)A ds+o,,(l). 
Here 
J 
f 
n/i,i+Y(t)=Xni(t)- Cnih exp@‘Y,j) ds. 
0
By (4.8) the acuity is 
((b, u),(c, w))= J (b’Szc+b’S,w+uS:c+vSOw)A ds. (4.9) 
We are now ready to determine the asymptotic covariance bounds for estimators 
of the regression coefficients and the cumulative baseline hazard. 
Let us first consider the vector @ of regression coeficients. Writing p as a row 
vector for convenience, we introduce the ~-dimensional functional 
k(P, A) = P’. 
By definition of &, we have 
cn(k(Pn/,, A,,)-k(E A)) = cn(&-P’) = b’. 
The right-hand side can be considered as a linear functional on V. A gradient, say 
(bp, ZQ), of the f unctional k in the sense of (2.13) is determined by expressing this 
linear functional in terms of the acuity: 
b’= ((b, u), (b,, up)) for (b, Z~)E K (4.10) 
Note that (b,, ua) is a row of elements (b,,, vOj) in Rp x B which are gradients of 
the j-th component of the functional k. 
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Using the explicit form (4.9) of the acuity, we obtain the two equations 
b’=b’ (S,b,+S,v,)h ds for bEW, 
I 
0= (vS;b,+vS,v,)A ds for VEB. 
I 
The second equation gives 0 = Sib, +Soup, i.e. 
v, = -S,‘S;b,. 
Inserting into the first equation, we obtain bp =T’ with 2 defined in (4.5). Hence 
v, = -s,‘s;P, 
and the gradient is 
(b,, up) = (X-l, -S,‘S;E-I). 
(This can be checked by showing that (4.10) holds.) Since S,‘S, is bounded, the 
gradient is in V. Hence all assumptions of the Convolution Theorem 2.15 are fulfilled. 
The covariance bound for estimators of p is now obtained by applying (4.10) for 
(b, u) = (bp, VP): 
((bp, up)‘, (bp, VP)) = bb = E-‘. 
(The same result is obtained by applying (4.9) for (b, U) = (b,, up)‘, (c, w) = (b,, up); 
the calculation is, however, slightly longer.) 
Andersen and Gill (1982, p. 1106, Theorem 3.2) have shown that X1 is the 
asymptotic covariance of the Cox estimator. Hence this estimator is efficient. Accord- 
ing to Remark 2.19, the estimator is regular if it admits a stochastic approximation 
(2.18). Such a stochastic approximation may be obtained from Andersen and Gill 
(1982, p. 1103) or from Greenwood and Wefelmeyer (1989b, Section 8). 
The covariance bound has already been obtained in several special cases (with 
one-dimensional covariates). For a fully specified model see Dzhaparidze (1985). 
For a partially specified model, Dzhaparidze (1987) states that the Cox estimator 
is efficient in a class of asymptotically linear estimators. Different methods for 
calculating the bound may be found in Begun et al. (1983, p. 448, Example 4), 
Begun and Wellner (1983, for the two-sample case), Ritov and Wellner (1988, p. 205, 
Section 4), and Klaassen (1988, Section 3). These refer to the classical version of 
the Cox model, with time-independent covariates. 
Let us now turn to determining the asymptotic covariance bound for estimators 
of the cumulative baseline hazard ji A ds. We introduce the one-dimensional func- 
tional 
k,(P,A)= ‘h ds. 
I 0 
From (4.7) we obtain for (b, v) E V, 
cn(k&V A,“) - UP, A)) = cn (I:*~“ds-l:lds)=id~~ds. 
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A gradient, say (b,, vt), of the functional k, in the sense of (2.13) is determined by 
expressing the linear functional on the right-hand side in terms of the acuity: 
I 
, 
vh ds=((b, v), (b,, u,)) for all (6, U)E V. (4.11) 
0 
Using the explicit form (4.9) of the acuity, we obtain the two equations 
0= (S,b,+S,u,)A ds, 
I 
I,‘vhds={ (~$6, + vS,v,)~ ds for u E B. 
The second equation gives llo,t1 = S: b, + Sour, i.e. 
u, = -S,LS:b,+S,‘l,o,,,. 
Replacing ZJ~ in the first equation by this expression, we obtain 0 = Zb, + c, with 1 
as in (4.5) and 
I 
I 
c, = S;‘S,A ds. 
0 
Hence b, = -E’-‘c,, and the gradient is 
(b,, V,) = (-E’c,, s;‘s:X’c, + S~~l[o,,l). 
Note that u, is bounded. Hence (b,, v,) is in V, and all assumptions of the Convolution 
Theorem 2.15 are fulfilled. The variance bound for estimators of ji A ds is now 
obtained by applying (4.11) for (b, V) = (b,, v,): 
((b,, u,),(b,, v~))=I’ v,A ds=c;E-lc,+[i S;‘h ds. 
0 0 
It follows from Andersen and Gill (1982, p. 1108, Theorem 3.4) that this is the 
asymptotic variance of their Breslow-type estimator. Hence this estimator is efficient. 
For the classical Cox model, with time-independent covariates, the bound was 
obtained by Begun et al. (1983, p. 450). 
4.12. Remark. Prentice and Self (1983) suggest replacing the exponential function 
in the Cox model (4.1) by some other known function r: 
ani8(s) =C,i(s)A(s>r(P’Y,i(s)), s E Lo, ll. 
This model can be treated in exactly the same way as the Cox model. We do not 
formulate the assumptions precisely. 
Introduce local parameters as in (4.6) and (4.7). Set 
r”‘(Y) = V(Y), u = r(l)/ r. 
For r = exp we have r(r) = exp and u = 1. By Taylor expansion, 
r(/?;by) = r(P’y)(l$- n-“‘b’yu(b’y)+o(n-“2)). 
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As for the Cox model we obtain (2.17, with 
D,,(b, ~)=b’Y,,,u(b’Y,~)+v. 
Assume stability conditions 
c,*C Cnir(P’Yni) + 69 
c,2 C CniKir(P’Yni) + s1 9 
C,‘C C,iY,iY~ir(P’Y,i)~S*. 
With these S,, one can prove local asymptotic normality and calculate gradients 
and covariance bounds as in the Cox model. Prentice and Self (1983, p. 809, Theorem 
2.1, and p. 811, Theorem 2.2) have obtained the asymptotic distributions of a 
Cox-type estimator for the regression coefficients and a Breslow-type estimator for 
the cumulative baseline hazard in their model. The results correspond to those of 
Andersen and Gill (1982). Hence the estimators are efficient. 
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